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The Technical Center is a laboratory that has been conducting R&D on innovation of maintenance work at JR East and 
supporting front-line work for more than 27 years since its inception in April 1991.

In this age of declining population in Japan, where the decline in productive age population is accelerating with an 
anticipated decline of 20% in 2035 and 30% in 2040, many industries are working to improve productivity.  JR East’s 
maintenance departments too are finding it difficult to secure workers as the labor environment there is tough (Fig. 1).  On 
top of that, most of the company’s lines were opened before World War II, and an increase in the amount of maintenance 
those require is starting to become apparent with deterioration of equipment with age (Fig. 2).  In light of this situation, there 
are strong demands for us to achieve efficient, productive and high-quality maintenance to maintain the tremendous amount 
of infrastructure and manifest performance to the greatest extent as well to improve safety and reliability of equipment.

In order to meet those demands, efforts are underway to introduce recent technical advances in areas such as IoT, sensor 
technologies, big data analysis technologies, and AI for achieving the Smart Maintenance Initiative, which will greatly 
transform maintenance systems and methods.  Looking at the timing for updating equipment, we are proceeding with 
“switches to low-maintenance structures by means such as enhancing and simplifying equipment structures” or introducing 
advanced technologies and further promoting “mechanization of work, labor reduction by switching to robots, and breaking 
from reliance on specialized skills”.  In this article, we give an overview of progress in efforts towards achieving the Smart 
Maintenance Initiative. 
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Status of Initiatives for Smart Maintenance

1. Introduction
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2. Current State of Smart Maintenance at JR East

One characteristic of JR East is that it has an overwhelmingly large number of passenger kilometers or people transported in 
relation to its length of commercial lines, even when viewed compared globally.  Viewed in terms of equipment maintenance, 
there is very large burden on equipment and the operating conditions are unforgiving.  And occurrence of troubles with 
rolling stock, equipment, and the like would cause inconveniences to many customers, so one of our top priority issues is 
to operate those safely and stably by maintenance of a large volume of diverse equipment.  Our maintenance systems and 
methods have been built up from just under 150 years of railway experience and technologies, but we believe that there is 
great possibility for making them even more efficient and reliable by introducing rapidly advancing modern technologies 
and the like.  The following introduces the current state and features of our maintenance we are working to innovate in the 
Smart Maintenance Initiative.

First is “obtaining data” (inspections), but this has many parts that are very inefficient and where inspection quality 
depends on the people that do it by examining, measuring, and judging.  For example, we have approx. 30,000 km of 
track—typical wayside equipment laid successively along the line (continuous equipment)—and people walk that in set 
cycles to confirm its condition.  Conversely, there are approx. 14,000 train signals—typical equipment interspersed along 
line (interspersed equipment)—and 70 to 80% of inspection work involves traveling to those.  Also, much maintenance 
work is done outside train operation hours, so 80% of tasks are done at night (compared with the average for all industries 
in Japan at just a few percent).  We have approx. 12,000 cars of rolling stock, and approx. 2,500 of those (approx. 20%) are 
out of service for inspections for a certain amount of time every day.  As you can see, inspections are inefficient and labor-
intensive, so they can only be done in set cycles.

Second, “analysis” and “decision-making” for data obtained in inspections is very uniform.  Due to the first feature, as a 
result of inspections being done in set cycles, it is very difficult to predict future equipment condition with good accuracy.  
Therefore, uniform maintenance standard values with much leeway are set in terms of guaranteed usage standards and 
safety standard of manufacturers, regardless of the condition of individual equipment.  As a result, we are forced to perform 
excessive management and repairs and select periodic repairs.  Moreover, much management of signs of failure relies on the 
experience and intuition of veteran workers.

Third, in “repair,” we have selected repair methods and the like that rely heavily on the experience and intuition of veteran 
workers.  As a result, the effect of repairs can differ greatly depending on who makes the decisions.  With the rapid change to 
a new generation of workers, we need to further the quantification and visualization of empirical knowledge based on data.

3. Smart Maintenance

The following is an overview of smart maintenance we are working on to reform the current state of maintenance described 
above. 

Ordinary maintenance is done as shown in Fig. 3 by going through the PDCA cycle starting with “obtaining data” by 
performing inspections followed by “analysis”, “decision-making” for repairs, “repairs”, and “evaluation” of repair results. 

As previously mentioned, JR East is forced to adopt time-based maintenance (TBM) in order to secure safety and stability 
for a certain period of time between inspections through extremely inefficient inspection, uniform decision-making for 
maintenance, and the like.  However, if we are able to gather data at “frequently” or in “real time” at the data gathering stage 
by utilizing cutting-edge IoT, sensing technologies, and the like, appropriate equipment management just-in-time will be 
possible based on equipment condition and inspection data obtained right then and there.  Also, accumulating large volumes 
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of inspection and other data obtained and utilizing big data analysis, AI technologies, and the like will enable us to identify 
the condition of individual equipment based on highly accurate predictions of the future, examine that, and introduce 
appropriate maintenance at the appropriate timing as well as manage signs of failures.  In other words, it will enable a shift 
from TBM to condition-based maintenance (CMB).  In smart maintenance, technologies such as IoT, big data analysis, and 
AI are utilized, the concept of CBM is introduced to the maintenance PDCA cycle, and we are aiming to achieve safe and 
highly reliable equipment and maintenance that is efficient and has the optimum life cycle cost.

3.1 Overview of Smart Maintenance for Rolling Stock
Maintenance of rolling stock is generally by a TBM system where they are taken out of commercial operation and inspected 
and repaired at set cycles. JR East is considering moving to a CBM system (Fig. 4) where data obtained onboard and at the 
wayside is sent to the maintenance depot and maintenance is made at the appropriate timing, signs of failures are identified, 
and downtime at failures is reduced.  In “onboard monitoring”, rolling stock condition is constantly identified during 
commercial operation by means such as devices installed onboard.  And in “wayside monitoring”, measuring devices and the 
like are installed at certain locations and external appearance and the like is identified as trains pass.

3.2 Overview of Smart Maintenance for Wayside Equipment
The concept of maintenance of wayside equipment is similar, in that JR East is considering moving to a CBM system (Fig. 
5) from one where inspections and repairs are done at set cycles by humans and special vehicles.  That combines “onboard 
monitoring” where cars in commercial operation with inspection devices installed frequently identify wayside equipment 
condition as they pass it and “wayside monitoring” where sensors are installed in the wayside equipment itself to constantly 
identify the condition of equipment.  The data obtained is sent to the maintenance worksite to contribute to safe and stable 
operation of individual equipment and optimizing life cycle cost.
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4. Status of Development for Achieving Smart Maintenance

Up to this point we have covered the necessity and concept of smart maintenance, and the following will provide a simple 
introduction to specific efforts.

4.1 Efforts in Obtaining Data
4.1.1 Rolling Stock-related Monitoring
With new Series E235 rolling stock gradually being introduced to the Yamanote Line, we installed “vehicle monitoring 
devices” and are constantly monitoring 6,000 points of data for approx. 700 items where physical quantities such as electric 
current, temperature, pressure, and operating time can be obtained for 17 types of equipment such as door openers, air 
conditioning, and traction equipment.  Information is forwarded in real time to maintenance worksites to be used for 
identifying abnormalities, planning maintenance, and making decisions.

And as an effort to monitor onboard conditions by monitoring devices installed at the wayside, trials are underway 
for a “rolling stock appearance inspection system” and “pantograph contact strip shape measuring system” (Fig. 6) at 
some maintenance worksites. Rolling stock appearance inspection systems use line sensor cameras and contact strip shape 
measuring devices use stereo cameras to enable more frequent and efficient checks at stable quality than when humans 
conventionally looked for external damage, loose bolts, cock open/close status, pantograph wear, and the like.

4.1.2 Wayside Equipment-related Monitoring
On some rolling stock such as the Series E235, we are installing “track facility monitoring devices” and “power equipment 
monitoring devices” under floors and on roofs (Fig. 7).  Those use line sensor cameras, lasers, and the like to record information 
such as track irregularity, condition of rail fasteners, and contact line wear and height in intervals of a few centimeters or 
tens of centimeters that is sent to maintenance worksites for use in equipment condition monitoring and repair planning.  
However, the volume of image data of railway lines is large, and it can reach approx. 160 GB for just one run around the 
Yamanote Line for example, so it cannot currently be sent in real time while moving.

For interspersed equipment (signals, turnout point machines, level crossings, substation equipment, etc.), we are 
proceeding with development to relieve inefficiencies such as movement loss so that equipment can be used for purposes 
such as constant monitoring of various equipment and identifying signs of failure (Fig. 8). In that, sensors are placed to 
obtain the data of necessary physical quantities of equipment current, voltage, temperature, strain, and the like, and that 
data is transmitted to and consolidated at maintenance worksites using optical cables, wireless equipment, and the like set 
up along lines.
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Fig. 7  Series E235 Onboard Monitoring Devices
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4.2 Efforts in Utilizing Data (Analysis, Decision-making)
As covered up to here, some of our efforts in obtaining data are moving to the stage of practical use, and we are able to 
obtain large volumes of data on equipment condition frequently or constantly.  However, just obtaining that it is of no use, 
so in order to manifest the value that the data has, we are earnestly proceeding with R&D on methods such as for automatic 
diagnosis and prediction of future condition of equipment.

4.2.1 Efforts in Utilization of Rolling Stock-related Data
For door openers, we are able to confirm the possibility of detecting door open/close detection switch operation errors, door 
opening/closing mechanism fitting condition, and signs such as operating resistance increase.  This was done from data such 
as door position in the process of opening and closing, time from start of opening/closing, and electric current using data of 
error simulation tests by test beds.  And for air conditioning and other devices, we are proceeding with trials on identifying 
signs of abnormalities by detecting change in balance of the system as a whole from large volumes of diverse temporal data, 
not just from signs of failure using error simulation test data.

Regarding rolling stock appearance inspection system image data, it has become possible to judge abnormalities by 
comparing images of past normal conditions and the images recorded after correcting stretching of data due to factors such 
as up and down vibration of trains and changes in speed.  And regarding pantograph contact strip shape measuring device 
stereo images data, it has become possible to automatically judge amount of wear and chipping with higher accuracy than 
before by converting to 3D coordinates.  Moreover, when those devices judge that abnormalities are present, it is possible to 
confirm from images on a monitoring terminal rather than having to go out to the actual vehicle.

In all of those cases, we are struggling with cleansing of the large volumes of image data obtained, but we are proceeding 
with efforts to utilize that in areas such as making massive amount of inspections more efficient, achieving high-quality 
inspections that do not rely on humans, automatic diagnosis, and management of signs of failure per equipment. 

4.2.2 Efforts in Utilization of Wayside Equipment-related Data
Here we will introduce a few examples of utilizing of wayside equipment-related data.  

We are proceeding with development of a prototype decision-making support system that predicts the future per 
location from track irregularity data of track monitoring devices and combines conditions such as budget, effect, and repair 
machinery use to propose repair plans.  In the future, we aim to achieve a system that can also propose optimal maintenance 
plans in terms of life cycle cost by learning track irregularity, repair results, and the like.  We are further proceeding with 
development of mechanisms to predict track irregularity, which can possibly develop in a short period of time and endanger 
safety and stability, and to propose maintenance in a timely manner.   And for track repair machinery, we have also started 
on development of a mechanism to propose optimum methods of multi-tie tamper (MTT) operation from a perspective 
of life cycle cost that does not rely on highly experienced workers (Fig. 9).  This is done by combining and analyzing MTT 
repair data (track repair volume, number of tamps, time, deepness, etc.) and track irregularity data (degree of improvement 
after repairs, sustainability of improved condition).

Rail fasteners being missing and loose can now be judged automatically from track material images and height (elevation) 
data.  Moreover, automatic judgement of signal bonds being missing and wires being cut is possible by employing technologies 
such as image processing and pattern matching. 

We are proceeding with development of a mechanism for predicting progress of wear and estimating causes of sudden 
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Fig. 8  Monitoring of Interspersed Wayside Equipment
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development of wear from power equipment monitoring devices data.  With that, we aim to control overhead contact line 
wear by eliminating causes of wear development and freeing ourselves from inefficient uniform periodic replacement.

From data obtained by installing sensors to turnout point machines and constantly sensing function status, it is becoming 
possible to diagnose whether switching functions are sound and if there are signs of them not being sound.  This is done by 
applying statistical methods and mechanical learning and diagnosing changes even in normal operation by combining motor 
switching torque values and switching stroke.

5. Future Efforts

The JR East Smart Maintenance Initiative is a work in progress.  We are currently proceeding first with “obtaining data” out 
of the maintenance cycle as a whole, as previously mentioned.  And we are gradually working on some efforts to utilize data 
that will lead to “data analysis”, “decision-making”, or “repair” and “evaluation”.  Into the future, we intend to continue to 
go forward with continuous accumulation of data and expansion of targets and methods of accumulating so that we may be 
able to identify equipment condition at the appropriate timing in an efficient and comprehensive manner.

Regarding utilization of the most important data obtained, we would like to find the possibilities for and value of utilizing 
new data that could not be achieved hitherto with management by individual system. This will be done by working to 
improve reliability of automatic judgment, future prediction, and management of signs by further advancement in order 
to achieve stable operation of equipment by efficient and highly reliable analysis/diagnosis or decision-making.  It will 
also include making possible identification of the relationship between various temporal data and specification data of 
equipment making up the railway (including surrounding environment) going beyond system boundaries.  Moreover, in 
the area of “repair” where securing necessary personnel is anticipated to become more difficult, we see as an important effort 
the utilization of repair-related data and equipment data (temporal and specification) from a perspective of visualization of 
parts that relied on judgment based on the experience of veteran personnel and specialized technologies and skills to support 
judgment such as decision-making.

 

6. Conclusion

The environment surrounding railways is changing at blinding speed as seen by factors such as the rapid advancement of 
ICT and abrupt decline in productive age population.  Reforms in maintenance are imperative in order to respond to those 
flexibly and sustainably maintain and advance the important infrastructure of railways.  We are actively seeking cutting-edge 
technologies from around the world by open innovation and rapidly proceeding with development of new mechanisms and 
applying those to actual work with user needs at the forefront. We thus ask for the continued guidance and support of all 
those involved.
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